Arbitrariness review of agency rulemakings has long set “political” influences aside as a special case worthy of special scrutiny. This essay argues that the orthodox account of arbitrariness review in this vein makes some untenable assumptions about both reviewing courts and agencies as agents. If we seek more agency responsiveness to reason rightly defined, then reviewing courts must begin devoting more (scarce) cognitive resources to the monitoring of agencies’ behaviors over time. Reviewing courts should encourage agencies to organize themselves in order to learn-by-doing. This will probably entail paying less attention to the separation of law from fact, science from politics, and judgment from justification.

I first argue that agencies are essentially expert systems, composited together from the spectrum of epistemic domains and professional traditions, leaving them uniquely dependent on the very “political” actors who cycle in and out and bring their “political” biases with them as they come and go. Second, I argue that reviewing courts have come to define their own tasks in arbitrariness review in such fantastically ambitious terms that no mortal could possibly discharge those tasks competently. Because of the adversarial processes by which our courts operate, the predicament is made worse as judges must construct law out of the complex statutory materials of today at the same time they must scrutinize the work of ostensibly expert organizations, all while being forbidden from trusting fully the submissions of their litigants. If a rational agency adapts its own behavior to the known biases of reviewing courts, agency learning will simply exacerbate this predicament still further.

If we seek more agency responsiveness to reason rightly defined, then I argue that reviewing courts must begin devoting more (scarce) cognitive
resources to the monitoring of agencies’ behaviors over time. In particular, reviewing courts should encourage agencies to organize themselves in order to learn-by-doing. This will probably entail paying less attention to the separation of law from fact, science from politics, and judgment from justification. Finally, I argue that those separations are at best matters of degree (and probably pure fiction) and have not served us well, all things considered.

We routinely talk of “policy” and “political” influences in the making of administrative regulations. Agency judgments that include such considerations have long been a special case in administrative law. But what role do these influences really play in agency judgment? Administrative rulemakings today are subjected to external forces of many kinds, some laying emphasis on the supposedly “rational” process of summing the relevant reasons and some laying emphasis on the action’s wider public salience. And an agency’s decision-making process, whatever its actual character, is usually held in contrast to the more “political” moments in government where winners reward the loyal for their loyalty, say, or act out of their own venality. In this paper, I shall argue that separating these two ideal types of decision-making for purposes of judicial review of agency rulemakings is much harder than the conventional thinking assumes. Most of the empirical work on these questions is predicated on this basic misjudgment and most courts’ professed attitudes about judicial review rest upon it as well. Courts and their modes of review, I shall argue, cannot achieve a good perspective on agency decisions in rulemakings. Thus, they are poor judges of agency reasonableness, at least if by that notion we mean agencies’ responsiveness to reason rightly defined. Indeed, if what they mean to be doing is identifying and rooting out “political” decisions, court cases of review may themselves be inadequately responsive to reason, all things considered. Although the strongest form of this objection would undermine judicial review wholesale, I shall defend a qualified version motivated by a pragmatic theory of judicial competence.

At their best, agencies take an iterative approach to the public problems they must address, and they organize themselves to learn-by-doing. Contemporary pragmatists have sought to improve and to make more rigorous agencies’ step-wise use of such methods. But if it is more of their “experimentalism” in the judicial review of agency rulemakings that we seek, judicial review should be conducted more mindfully of the court’s own influence and limitations. Doing so, I argue, would lead individual judges to bracket the particulars of a case and shift more of their attention to the ways in which agency behavior and public problem-solving can be integrated and thereby justified over time.

John Dewey observed that democracy is “organized intelligence” and that the single criterion for judging among different models of democracy is “the degree of organization of the public which is attained.” Opinion is still divided over how or what Dewey conceived of as the “public,” certainly, but one thing is obviously not what Dewey thought of as public: the singular, partial, partisan, or personal motivations – undimmed by the needs or claims of others. Dewey’s
own solution to the problematic notion of publicity was to pluralize the public, remove it from its dualistic opposition with the “private,” and to reconstruct publicness as the fuller illumination of all extant interests, motives, and concerns. Thus, Dewey’s public is public by being communicative, deliberate, and developmental. The essay is in four parts. Section 1 introduces judicial review and the function of standards of review therein. Section 2 raises prudential and epistemic worries about the practice of arbitrariness review in court. Section 3 introduces the “experimentalist” therapies proposed by Dorf and Sabel in 1998, and Section 4 suggests a few ways to sharpen and improve the experimentalists’ program.

1.

Section 10(e) of the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) of 1946 set a broadly applicable default that still governs the judicial review of most administrative agency “action.” As codified, it states first that “[t]o the extent necessary to decision and when presented, the reviewing court shall decide all relevant questions of law, interpret constitutional and statutory provisions, and determine the meaning or applicability of the terms of an agency action.” Following that mandate, the APA supplies six separate grounds upon which a reviewing court is empowered to “hold unlawful and set aside agency action, findings, and conclusions.” Finally, following the specified grounds for legal relief, the APA states that “[i]n making the foregoing determinations, the court shall review the whole record or those parts of it cited by a party, and due account shall be taken of the rule of prejudicial error.” The scope, meaning, and inter-play of these different grounds for reversal and other “review” of agency action have dominated contemporary administrative law like no other set of issues. And one form of review has done so more than the others: the reversal of agency action deemed to be “arbitrary” or unreasoned. Shed of its connotations of tyranny, official arbitrariness comes down to some lack of reason or justification. We may even, for the sake of argument, call it the opposite of “reasoned decision-making.” This section explains these standards of review as they co-evolved in our tradition with special attention to arbitrariness review and its demand for reasons and reasoned decision-making.

Long before the APA, administrative agencies like the Interstate Commerce Commission pursued their goals in what we would recognize as an “adjudicative” mode. They summoned and took testimony, compiled evidence, and maintained a formal record, all in preparation for an eventual directive or permission of some kind. It was directed or issued to specific – usually named – parties on grounds particularized to them. And it was proceedings of this kind that generated the original doctrines of administrative law, doctrines that preceded and shaped the APA. Cases that predate the APA are still cited as precedent in federal court today. Indeed, the statutes, precedents and commentary that had coalesced and given form to the APA’s texts were only very gradually replaced
by the APA itself as the locus of controlling legal authority. For much of the APA’s history, indeed, its relationship to the underlying federal “common law” bearing on the very same legal issues it treats has been deeply unclear. Were the APA’s texts intended to be exclusive, comprehensive, and mandatory, or rather permissive, advisory, and interstitial? Inherent judicial authority regarding jurisdiction, choice of remedy, and timing of proceedings long encouraged – and still permits – departure from the APA’s seemingly permanent texts. With administrative agencies engaged in general and prospective rulemaking as much as they are today, however, this ever-present threat of departure from statutory text goes to the very core of the court/agency relationship in contemporary administrative law.

Before they appeared in judicial review of agency action, different “standards” of review had evolved to reflect our popular sovereignty’s peculiar institutional legacy. The vertical and horizontal boundaries of our hierarchical court systems, our separate “branches,” and our Seventh Amendment promoted their development. Within the judicial hierarchy, the principal distinction that emerged was between the review of “findings of fact” and the review of “conclusions of law.” This fact/law dichotomy first grew out of our Constitution’s entrenchment of juries and the jury’s common law authority in the courts of law. Federal appellate courts eventually fashioned two standards of review: the “de novo” standard for questions of law and the “substantial evidence” and “clearly erroneous” standard for questions of fact. Where the former was akin to a complete slate-cleaning (as its Latin origins suggest), the latter was more constrained by and bound to the original decision. Significantly, the standard of review for jury findings has long imagined a “rational” or “reasonable” person who must hear and weigh competing evidentiary claims. Thus, the “clearly erroneous” label has been interpreted to require a presumption of correctness, a refusal to “duplicate” the role of the original decision-maker, or just simply a kind of “deference” to the fact-finder’s better proximity in such matters than that of a reviewing court. Each formulation varies subtly from the others. None results in an affirmance, however, if “no reasonable person” could have drawn the conclusion(s) from the evidence under review. Indeed, the courts regularly expound on the standard in ways that emphasize unmistakably that persons are making the findings of fact. Persons, however, are notoriously motivated – sometimes consciously, sometimes unconsciously – and those motivations are notoriously opaque. Personal motivations are the antithesis of reason, whether it is because they stem from bias or something worse. Not all of them are nefarious, of course, but a “bias” is by definition a departure from or lack of reason. Courts have long focused here, if only tacitly, in reviewing decisions within the judicial system. Thus, for example, while the standard supposedly “does not change,” “the likelihood that the appellate court will rely on the presumption [or correctness] tends to increase when trial judges have lived with the controversy for weeks or months instead of just a few hours.”
motivated thinking in this context – the opposite of reason – is always something lurking just beneath the surface of any given reason(s).

Finally, a third standard arose to review the inevitable exercises of judgment in the trial and hearing of an entire case or controversy. Such “supervision of litigation” decisions admit of more than one correct answer and often involve an indeterminate range of considerations. Thus, the standard became known as the “abuse of discretion” standard. While the standard obviously assumes two very different properties – that of having discretion and that of exceeding one’s discretion – it has defied precise explication. One court recently offered that an abuse of discretion occurs “(1) when a relevant factor that should have been given significant weight is not considered; (2) when an irrelevant or improper factor is considered and given significant weight; and (3) when all proper factors, and no improper ones, are considered, but the court, in weighing those factors, commits a clear error of judgment.” The abuse of discretion standard so described is about identifying the relevant “factors” of choice and assigning the right weight or force to each in the decision(s) made.

How might we organize these different standards? “Deference” to lower courts first arose as to findings of fact and exercises of discretion. Deference like this traditionally meant that reviewing courts adopted a so-called presumption of validity, i.e., that they refused to reverse absent a substantial reason for doing so. But the relative strength of this presumption was never settled, nor was the minimum necessary strength of the reasons that could rebut it. Indeed, well before the APA entrenched it, courts had settled on a consensus that findings of fact, both by lower courts and by administrative agencies, need only be supported by “substantial evidence,” not all of it. By the 1930s, an initial formulation – requiring but a “scintilla” of supporting evidence – had been rejected but not replaced. “Substantial” evidence was more than a scintilla, less than everything in the record, but otherwise equivocal in quantity. By the time of the APA’s enactment, reviewing courts knew that they could not simply presume the facts to support an agency action under review the same way they could in assessing legislative action. It was regarded as a burden to support an agency action with substantial evidence. The more Congress used the phrase ‘substantial evidence’ in its statutes concerning the review of administrative agency action or the judgments of specialized courts, the more routine this supposedly deferential form of review grew. Following its codification in the APA, reviewing courts came to regard the substantial evidence standard as the default for fact review even as its precise meaning continued to evade capture.

Throughout, conduct of a substantial evidence review remained linked to agency proceedings with a defined record. If an agency had elected not to proceed “on the record,” review of that agency’s action in search of substantial evidence remained out of order unless specifically required by statute. The default requirements for proceedings on the record (the APA’s Sections 7 and 8) are triggered only by enabling statutes that require the agency to proceed by “hearing on the record.” In practice, without deliberately taking evidence into a
record sorted as such, an agency is unlikely to meet the expectations of substantial evidence review. The bare notion of evidence, after all, taps into a complex common law tradition wherein proffered information must be prepared and ordered logically, its relevance weighed, and its inclusion or exclusion from deliberations based upon its expected contributory value. Substantial evidence assumes that what is being scrutinized is probative knowledge instead of noise. Challenged propositions must be proven one by one in that tradition. The legal case itself is what decomposes matters to some number of elemental disputes of fact – some number of propositions. Judging in that vein supposedly can single out the motivated or biased.

Administrative law’s combining of traditions has led to some significant doubt about how “substantial evidence” review compares to arbitrariness review of factual findings, though. Is one less deferential than the other? One court that squarely confronted the practical difference(s) between substantial evidence review and Section 10(e)’s arbitrariness standard applicable to issues of fact in “off-the-record” proceedings concluded that there was no substantive difference between the two standards. The only difference, then-judge Scalia held, is that the factual support for agency action under the APA’s “substantial evidence” review must “be found within the record of closed-record proceedings to which it exclusively applies.” Assuming this is correct, it can still make a big practical difference. The APA’s requirement that the court “review the whole record or those parts of it cited by a party” invites the agency’s opponent(s) to submit, and to argue the probative value of, evidence contrary to the agency’s findings. The judicial code affords some flexibility as to what exactly must be filed with the court in response to a petition for review. But review that must rely exclusively upon “record evidence” is more confined than one that permits the use of information from beyond the proceedings to justify or to question the challenged action. It also undoubtedly empowers some within the agency and not others.

Finally, as the Supreme Court has made clear several times over, agencies are not to be held to procedural requirements like keeping a record unless the governing law – fairly interpreted – levies them. Agencies are free to proceed “informally” and without a “closed” record unless a statute or their own rules require it, not least because the closed record proceedings also allocate a burden of proof to the “proponent” of the agency’s action. Thus, a converse holds as well. In instances of “informal,” open-record proceedings, agency action is to be reviewed according to the ‘record’ – such as it may be – actually accumulated and filed by the agency.

A reviewing court convinced that it must serve some kind of checking or other “supervisory” function may expect discrete and identifiable “findings” of fact. And this role-derived expectation attaches regardless of agency action-type. That court will seek to scrutinize the agency’s explanation of its policy-making choices. And it will only defer to the agency’s interpretations of law when the doctrines of deference thereon – doctrines like Chevron and its progeny –
require or permit that deference. This kind of probing examination of agency action has cemented a synthetic tradition in place that we might call the \textit{standard deduction}. It is standard because it holds across contexts in the administrative process, regardless of statute, agency, or action-type. And it is deductive in logical form, at least in part. This standard deduction has two parts:

\begin{enumerate}
\item Because Congress, in delegating the authority it did to the agency, was relying upon that agency’s greater knowledge, expertise, field of view, span of control, \etc, no reviewing court is free simply to substitute its faculties of perception, inference, judgment, \etc, for that of the agency;
\item provided that the agency enables a reviewing court to discharge its checking function, whether by the filing of a “record,” the issuance of a satisfactory explanation, and/or the announcement of discrete legal conclusions, respecting Congress’s choice to afford those affected their right(s) to judicial review.
\end{enumerate}

While this standard deduction has an air of invincibility today, it is open to several doubts. Consider how it has worked in practice. Reviewing courts have obviously interpreted their checking function quite variably. Moreover, the fact/law dichotomy is only as good as the distinction on which it rests. Clearly it does not exhaust what a reviewing court might find fault with in any given agency “action.” The APA commands a reviewing court to “hold unlawful and set aside” three distinct things: “agency action, findings, and conclusions” where any of them is “found to be ... arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law.” Now, as Dewey’s work long emphasized, dualisms like law and fact purport to exclude a middle that almost certainly exists in the world as we experience it. Indeed, factual and legal issues rarely fit into neatly separated compartments in litigated cases, \ie, the cases the opponents are all at least somewhat confident they can win. Most cases that are close enough to sustain themselves in litigation present issues that are mixtures of law and fact. Indeed, the Supreme Court recognized this long ago as a reason to defer as much to agencies’ legal conclusions as to their findings of fact.\footnote{Mixed questions of law and fact arise often enough, but even where law and fact are readily distinguished there is usually some residue left over within the agency’s “action” for a reviewing court to scrutinize. \textit{Action} has always implied a totality that is broader in scope than any particular intentional state. Philosophers of action must explain intention, consequence, knowledge, motive, and the like.\footnote{Action in this context expands what may be scrutinized. To take an all too familiar example, where the governing law posits a range of goals or priorities for the agency to sort, law, fact, and judgment can intertwine with one another so as to necessitate review of an overall explanation that falls under no particularly defined standard of review.\footnote{This is why the “hard look” standard}}
of review has always aimed for something beyond the traditional law/fact
dichotomy. But its exact aim has shifted over time. As is often said, the concern
is the agency’s reasons and, more specifically, some sort of assurance that the
agency action under review is the result of “reasoned” decision-making.  
Reasons for action have turned out to be a troubling focus in the court-agency
relationship, though. The trouble is how little we can say about reasons for
agency action which does not require, for its compatibility with our Constitu-
tion, that we empty from the notion of reasons for action all that makes the
notion demonstrative, explanatory, or communicative.

Reasons for agency action have a surprisingly complicated structure
which judges engaged in judicial review of agency action probably cannot
effectively scrutinize or improve. The first cases from the D.C. Circuit to
mention a “hard look” mentioned it as what the reviewing court expected the
agency to take to the facts and issues before it.  
Judge Leventhal, its original
proponent, said that the standard “calls for insistence that the agency articulate
with reasonable clarity its reasons for decision, and identify the significance of
the crucial facts, a course that tends to assure that the agency’s policies
effectuate general standards applied without unreasonable discrimination.”
Shorn of its embroidery, Leventhal’s hard look doctrine demanded perspicuity
of the agency and, above all, a willingness to hear the arguments and to weigh
the options presented by the agency’s opponents.

What we are entitled to at all events is a careful identification by the
Secretary, when his proposed standards are challenged, of the reasons
why he chooses to follow one course rather than another. Where that
choice purports to be based on the existence of certain determinable fact,
the Secretary must, in form as well as substance, find those facts from
evidence in the record. By the same token, when the Secretary is obliged
to make policy judgments where no factual certainties exist or where
facts alone do not provide the answer, he should so state and go on to
identify the considerations he found persuasive.

For a time, the accountability Leventhal envisioned here between agency
and reviewing court seemed productive and healthy. But it was short-lived.
The more insistent the courts grew that agencies offer perspicuous explanations
for their actions, the more the (motivated) litigants bringing their challenges
learned to find gaps or other weaknesses in agencies’ given reasons. Motivations
and biases are, after all, equally a property of litigants who go to court as they
are of agency decision-makers. Moreover, the formative precedents on this hard
look review examined law, fact, and judgment as they intertwined in open- and
closed-record proceedings alike. Consequently, agency actions eventually
became so indirectly “proceduralized” by the D.C. Circuit’s hard look that the
Supreme Court intervened and not-so-politely admonished the lower federal
courts that “administrative agencies should be free to fashion their own rules of
procedure and to pursue methods of inquiry capable of permitting them to discharge their multitudinous duties. The more complex and technical the issues grew, the less confident the judges themselves felt in their own competence to assess an agency’s reasons from a bare record of that agency’s proceedings. The more frequently complex factual records came to court as the basis for some agency’s rule, the more uneven the review became. Section 2 uses one recent example of arbitrariness review in this tradition to illustrate its paradoxical character.

2.

In theory, agencies can organize and operate to make much fuller use of domain experts than can the courts. This is the comparative advantage of bureaucracy over less rational institutional forms. In practice, however, they can do so – consistent with the standard deduction – only if they can also explain their methods and choices to the reviewing court’s satisfaction. When the Supreme Court finally defined its version of arbitrariness review, it began with a restatement of the standard deduction. And then it opined that

an agency rule would be arbitrary and capricious if the agency relied on factors which Congress had not intended it to consider, entirely failed to consider an important aspect of the problem, offered an explanation for its decision that runs counter to the evidence before the agency or is so implausible that it could not be ascribed to a difference in view or the product of agency expertise.

This formula in State Farm has since taken over the mantle of the “hard look.” It presupposes at least the following: (1) that agency judgment consists in identifying and (properly) weighting the discrete “factors” of choice; and (2) that the agency is under a duty to substantiate a factual basis for any judgment(s) that can accord with any express justification(s) sufficiently well for a reviewing court to endorse. Each of these commitments is substantive and problematic. Let us take the second one first.

At issue in State Farm was a National Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s (NHTSA) standard on automobile passenger restraints under the Automobile Safety Act – an agency action Congress supposedly required be tested against a “substantial evidence” standard. In a proviso that has inexplicably gone missing ever since, the State Farm Court also held that “Congress required a record of the rulemaking proceedings to be compiled and submitted to a reviewing court ... and intended that agency findings under the Act would be supported by ‘substantial evidence on the record considered as a whole.’” And such a requirement followed (if at all) from NHTSA’s unique enabling statute – not the APA. Much of what animated the Court’s actual scrutiny in State Farm was the extensive factual record NHTSA had amassed to
support its challenged action. Thus, the scope of State Farm’s arbitrariness review stemmed – ironically enough – from a “substantial evidence” agency proceeding. Clearly, NHTSA’s “burden of explaining” its course of action in the convoluted history of that particular standard-setting was heightened by the presence of so much record evidence and documented agency indecision. And this nexus in State Farm was probably uniquely demonstrative to agency lawyers: the more the agency documented the more it had to explain, especially because so much of what was being explained was the range of expert opinion. The economists’ counsel, when combined with the crash test experts’ counsel, may have been easily recordable. But they were seamless neither in the direction nor in the degree of action for which they served as counsel.

The prevailing process norms in rulemakings governed by APA Section 4 demand that agencies put out for public scrutiny whatever information, data or other evidence they believe supports their proposed rule. This, in turn, typically elicits responsive submissions and commentary. But what is responsive is heavily influenced by the initial framing of the rulemaking proposal. Without any bars on admissibility (as the rules of evidence empower trial judges to erect, especially as to expert opinion), the records from this process can be rather hard to conceptualize. What factual predicate could possibly be amassed and transmitted to justify a rule that embodies a compromise between two mutually competitive projects like risk aversion and wealth maximization? Normally, different objectives like this will involve (at least) two different kinds of domain experts, demanding that the agency’s precise mediation between the two be substantiated factually. Without knowing what the standard(s) of proof should be for such intermediation, the “records” being compiled will be ad hoc. Furthermore, the non-expert judges reviewing such records, any constituent findings, and/or any attendant explanations, are in a precarious position. Whatever biases may or may not affect agency personnel, without a formal record, reviewing courts are hardly in position to establish it after the fact. And though they cannot impose the judicial system’s traditions of evidentiary proof, using any other identifiable standard by which to assess an agency’s factual work would arguably encroach upon the constitutional role of the legislative and/or executive branches. Deliberately creating a standard could seem either like making law or assuming the President’s duty to “take care that the laws be faithfully executed.”

Consider a recent example and how it problematizes both of State Farm’s presuppositions in the review of agency reasoning. In Massachusetts v. EPA, the Supreme Court reviewed an agency action having both tremendous political stakes and notoriety and unsurpassed factual complexities. EPA was petitioned to reach a finding under Clean Air Act § 202(a)(1) that “greenhouse gas emissions from new motor vehicles” are “air pollutants” the emission of which “cause, or contribute to, air pollution which may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or welfare.” The agency rejected the petition and review was sought. In a 5–4 decision most regarded as a pointed rejection of the
Administration’s political involvement in EPA’s decision, the Court held that the greenhouse gas emissions complained of could not but be “air pollutants” within the meaning of the Act and that the only factual determination left for the agency was whether the emissions “cause or contribute to” endangerment of the American public. The Act’s definition of “air pollutant” is designedly broad. And, as the majority implied with its review of various institutions’ responses to the mounting (scientific) evidence proving global climate disruption, assuming greenhouse gases are “pollution,” they are probably the worst pollution problem we will ever face.

Nowhere in the informal “record” compiled, though, did EPA ever assert or even imply anything to the contrary. The agency never said that greenhouse gases do not or cannot endanger public health or welfare. The agency’s conclusion was that Congress had not adequately “authorize[d] regulation under the [Clean Air Act] to address global climate change.” All of EPA’s reasons for denying the petition were to that effect, chief among them the agency’s interpretation of various other statutes bearing on global climate disruption (none of which empowered EPA to regulate emissions) and the agency’s familiarity with the Clean Air Act’s legislative history. Taking its cue from the Supreme Court itself, EPA compared the scale and scope of the problem of global climate disruption against the agency’s authority and decided that the Act’s general grant of authority on this problem of unprecedented scope—which Congress had several times considered but for which it had never delegated regulatory authority expressly—was insufficient. EPA rejected a rulemaking petition, that is, it did not “find” that “greenhouse gases” are not “air pollutants.” In its own words, EPA’s “action” was not a finding regarding the polluting character of greenhouse gas emissions. The agency explicitly avoided making such a finding, noting repeatedly that although the statute mandated an up-or-down decision on the petitioned compounds as “air pollutants” under the Act, it contained nothing like a deadline for that particular decision/action. The Act did not bind EPA to move within any certain interval of time. Thus, in EPA’s view, while it continued to consider the problem (as would everyone else, including Congress), it could hold off from regulating what amounted to a minute fraction of that problem.

Confronted with the agency’s statement of reasons and an apparent sense that the President’s politics had motivated EPA, a majority of the Court held that EPA could not rightly consider the causal redundancy of greenhouse gas-forced global warming in this way. EPA’s assertion that emissions of these gases around the planet were going to endanger public health and welfare regardless of future U.S. auto emissions was highlighted by the majority as an unauthorized reason for denying the petition. It was, in State Farm’s formula, a “factor[] which Congress had not intended it to consider.” But how could this be so? How can the fact—or at least EPA’s supposed finding—that global warming is causally over-determined be completely excluded from EPA’s decision whether to regulate emissions from (certain) U.S. sources as an “endangerment”? In our
legal traditions, additional causes are always relevant and never more so than when the additional causes would themselves be sufficient to bring about the harms in question.\textsuperscript{92} We care about causes because we care about what links behavior to its consequences.\textsuperscript{93} Things would have to turn upside down for an agency of ours to ignore completely a causal redundancy it noticed in greenhouse gas emissions the planet over. At the very least, the statute should have been explicit to that effect, and it was not.

\textit{Massachusetts} arguably highlights a more general failing of the Court’s in applying \textit{State Farm}. How could the supposed exclusion of EPA’s reasons found by the \textit{Massachusetts} majority have been viewed as some kind of “clear statutory command?”\textsuperscript{94} Could the statute really have meant EPA to ignore the quantities of the pollution as causes of the pollution problem?\textsuperscript{95} From all indications in prior Clean Air Act endangerment precedents, EPA’s disregard of a causation failure like the one it identified would itself have been regarded as “arbitrary.”\textsuperscript{96} The paradox is obvious and familiar to lawyers: the statutory constraints supposedly structuring agency judgments of this kind are so plastic that they are manipulable. Modern statutes are hardly constraints at all in the kinds of decisional actions so often challenged in arbitrariness review. Their strictures amount to a check on agency carelessness more than they do a check on lawlessness. The Supreme Court has repeatedly said as much about the statutes that create these contexts – refusing to scrutinize them for anything like a single or uniquely correct meaning when the issues raised are both specific and programmatic.\textsuperscript{97} \textit{State Farm}’s very notion of agency choice consisting in some isolation and proper weighting of choice “factors” depends on the opposite presumption, though. It naïvely presumes a discernible set and, by implication, the exclusion of non-members. But sets that are both tractable and exact are rare unless they are stipulated in explicit language. Indeed, sets are more often paradoxical.\textsuperscript{98} Without some ground on which to stand to find and weigh choice factors as the members of a \textit{State Farm} set, the actors are left with nothing but space.

Take the Clean Air Act’s proviso that pollutants need only “contribute to”\textsuperscript{99} the pollution problems at issue for EPA to make an endangerment finding. Put aside the dissent’s argument that the phrase is “ambiguous” in the sense that the Court had previously held entitled EPA’s interpretation to judicial deference.\textsuperscript{100} What ought to be a relevant contribution where air pollution is concerned? Contributions like this are themselves paradoxical: what is enough to be relevant? It cannot be enough to say anything no matter how negligible, for that just negates the significance of EPA’s decision and, along with it, whatever sort of functionality or accountability we seek of agencies like EPA. So where is the threshold? The troubles compound when we remember that the greenhouse effect threatens us environmentally in a way unlike any other “pollution” hazard to which the Clean Air Act has been applied. Assuming no particular quantitative threshold is more easily inferred from the Act than any other, how should it be decided? New motor vehicle emissions in the United States over the coming
decades will be, under any reasonable estimate, no more than a tiny fraction of
the causal forcing behind the greenhouse effect. We could call this our
delegation problem: if statutes are going to be so general as to accommodate the
unforeseen, when the unforeseen unfolds, it may well challenge all of our
original suppositions – leaving the administrators of these statutes in the
unenviable position of having to contort and/or uncontort them to find a
workable fit.

Contemporary statutes and their interpretation add more than just a layer
of uncertainty to such problems in practical reason. The delegation problem is
pervasive. Such statutes make State Farm’s notion of a choice “factor” into a
drag on practical reason when agencies confront the unforeseen by com-
ounding questions of constitutional role and linguistic convention/logic with
questions of causality, consequence, and epistemic competence. Identifying
choice factors from statutes at decisional junctures like the one at issue in
Massachusetts – which is to say, highly specified junctures where subtle
variations can be decisive – normally presents the very kinds of hard questions
that judges work hardest to avoid. Their ready alternative is the mere suggestion
that the agency has considered something it should not have or failed adequately
to consider that which it must. The ready alternative is the implication that an
expert has fallen prey to motivated or biased reasoning – like some jury or errant
judge.

When courts wish to forbid, permit, or require an agency’s attention to
some “consideration,” they label it a “factor” within the State Farm formula for
reviewing agency judgment. These “factors” can be derived from statutory
text, legislative history, precedent, or agency practice. Just as the hard
look doctrine was emerging, several cases involving the setting of environ-
mental quality standards by agencies like OSHA and EPA were litigated where
statutory factors became the principal question. Whether the agency was
permitted, forbidden, or required to consider the supposed “costs” of environ-
mental quality was a common dispute. Because statutes so rarely address that
question clearly, though, reviewing courts have been left to interpret statutory
“silences,” legislative history and other similarly under-determinative sources.

With so little expressed about what may, must, or must not be a relevant
consideration in an agency’s reason balancing, State Farm reviews that imply
political biasing need never differentiate effective coordination of an administra-
tion’s strategy or priorities from, for example, meddling on behalf of a political
client. Like the scholars who have opined about proper versus improper
“political” influences in this context, reviewing courts need never get any more
specific about the distinction, if there is one.

There may be no Archimedean search for State Farm’s factors, but
combining the trappings of litigation with the background levels of uncertainty
inherent in statutory analysis – to say nothing of the amateur evaluation of actual
science – raises serious epistemic worries. Agencies are supposed to
aggregate different human capacities to achieve that which individual generalists
They are supposed to be “expert systems,” so to speak. This is hard to reconcile with the idea of a generalist judge’s reviewing such an organization’s work. Whether an “explanation runs counter to the evidence” turns on how one can square the evidence with the explanation(s) offered. Attitudinal influences surely play a part. More perversely, though, agencies, their explanations, and the evidence they gather to justify their judgments are all viewed in the adversarial process by which our courts operate as partisan. They are not to be trusted fully when they are in court. It is the judge’s constitutional duty to take this attitude, the judge’s duty to be “fair-minded” about the facts until the time for his or her conclusions. Yet these decisions are reached by the same persons who must at the same time make sense of a (likely complicated) statute. Combining the two tasks is compounding the challenge of the office. Forcing one decision-maker to construe the law, to review the findings and judgments of a more or less expert organization, and to interpret partisan arguments in order to do it all is expecting a lot. The well-known biases of all reasoners would be daunting to any but the most confident of judges.

These failures of reason in the courts may be of broader significance in themselves for the simple reason that agency lawyers are aware of them. For example, is the judge inclined to view the statute as picking out genuine kinds through some referential history or is s/he inclined to view the statute in a more cognitivist vein whereby the legislators’ collective intentions matter most? Are these inclinations strong enough to persist from case to case? If not, that all by itself may undermine the normativity of whatever “factors” for agency judgment hard look review can select. After all, if judges have no robust inclinations on this point, they may be moved by reasons that end up being mutually inconsistent in short order. Agencies making rules must prepare to deal with “the judiciary,” a fictional whole standing in for what is, in truth, a (somewhat) diverse population of individuals. But if agency lawyers know that the “arguments” can be changed-up whatever the selected judges’ past judgments, it is hard to find anything principled in the statutory interpretations of such a system. Given how formative legacy precedents can be, it is arguably the agency lawyer’s duty to craft winning arguments – not to communicate forthrightly. Whatever plausible “factors” emerge over time in that nexus, in short, will obviously skew away from what a randomized, non-sequential case ordering would create. They will be, in essence, accidental.

Finally, it seems wrong to assess real expertise as do reviewing courts in this doctrine. It makes the double mistake of viewing agency-gathered evidence and expert advice as too weak and too strong at the same time. In court, every factual dispute has at least “two sides” that must be allowed their hearing. But this oblique approach has less to do with truth or reason than with orthodox notions of fairness and procedural justice. Fact finding in the legal process conceptualizes information in this way. In the world-at-large, we know to be wary of the distorting effects of particulars, though. Facts are rarely so authorita-
tive as the judicial process makes them, of course. So while testing ostensible facts may be the essence of science and modern probability, doing so in the ways that litigation venues allow is deeply problematic. Besides the “anchoring” and “availability” problems inherent in any case-by-case analysis, a professionalized attitude of fairness can find its way into virtually any cognitive space. Yet fairness, as David Estlund has argued, is an occasional value. “It can sometimes seem as if everything should be fair.” Fairness’s hegemony probably has less to do with our actual values, though, than with the accidents of our language. Many things that are not fair are not unfair either. And holding a proposition of fact in abeyance in order to entertain some proposed alternative can only be virtuous, truth-tracking, or reasonable if the judge is qualified to do so. When scientists do so, it is within the confines of their own epistemic domain and at the behest of someone of real standing who has mounted a defined and plausible challenge.

The “implausible” of which State Farm spoke is, we may reasonably worry, precisely the manner of attack that cranks have taken since the emergence of modern science. And the implausible has too often become the truth to take this sitting down. “If we believed that when we consulted our neurologists or our aircraft engineers in the real world there was only a 50/50 chance that they would provide accurate advice, we would not call them experts at all, nor would we pay them handsomely to cure our diseases and build our planes.” Of course, litigation delivers the “expertise” courts must weigh when reviewing agency action in precisely this form. If it is an expert’s words that undergird an agency’s judgment, what is the likelihood that a reviewing court will simply misunderstand those words? After all, “what is plain to those within a specialized linguistic community may be obscure to the man or woman on the street, and the same word or phrase may mean different things to different linguistic communities.” There is at least some propensity of generalist judges simply to misunderstand the expert’s counsel to an agency, probably exacerbated by the ad hoc nature of the “records” conveying that counsel and the agency’s reactions to the particular litigation. Finally, a court that uses State Farm as it was used in Massachusetts – surfacing and rejecting what it thought were illicit “political” influences – creates precedent to do so in the future, whatever the direction or degree of inclinations on future courts.

Try as they have to find an approach that is both content-independent and appropriate to Article III judging, reviewing courts mostly know that their charge in arbitrariness review of agency rulemaking is fundamentally askew. Judges are charged with doing that for which they have no comparative institutional advantage and too little absolute competence.

3.

Section 3 argued that State Farm must assume agency choice takes a form it does not in fact take and that the hard look as State Farm formulated it demands
too much of reviewing courts. The law can forbid, permit, or require conduct but
statutes today are characteristically vague as to what, if anything, they actually
accomplish to that end. Statutes like those that gave us the “standard deduction”
set out in Section 1 normally direct an agency to establish the norms that forbid,
permit, or require conduct and to do so in pursuit of some list of goals or
priorities. Agencies are institutionally complex, though, and they use a variety of
tools to coordinate the inter-operation of their many parts. A common tool is the
rule issued by agency superiors which directs subordinates how to specify the
rights and duties of a regulated party. The question arises how such rules figure
into the reasoning of “the agency” – how the rules interact with otherwise good
and sufficient reason(s) for agency action. This section argues that judges are
in no position to answer this question with much precision and that the hard look
therefore presumes reviewing courts are better off epistemically than they really
are. For, if courts cannot recognize and differentiate the uses of authority by and
within administrative agencies, how agencies actually respond to reason as
opposed to something else will remain obscured no matter how hard the look.

The conventional wisdom is that an agency’s norms are binding on the
agency itself until repealed. Agency norms that bind in this way exclude or
defeat reasons, so to speak, and supply the basis for some agency judgment that
would otherwise be inadequately justified. To say the agency decided as it did in
compliance with its norms is to say that the applicable norm was the agency’s
justification, its reason for action. This is as conventional in contemporary legal
philosophy, e.g., the work of Joseph Raz and other positivists, as it is in
established doctrines of administrative law. To follow a norm is to ignore any
countervailing reasons for action and that is precisely why affected parties may
seek review of the agency norm itself in advance of its application to them. One complication in contemporary administrative law is the APA’s definition of
“rule,” which includes every agency “statement” that is “of future effect” and
which is “designed to implement, interpret, or prescribe law or policy.” This
definition is, in the context of mostly bureaucratic organizations, extraordinarily
broad. Agencies issue “rules” in this sense constantly; it is how they function as
coherent organizations. Thus, the binding force of agency rules in all their
variability and diversity is a matter of some controversy. While all agree that
agency rules can have binding force only if Congress authorizes the promul-
gation of such rules, the coercive force of agency authority can vest ostensibly
nonbinding “internal” rules with this property indirectly. Many agency
“policies” turn out, because of the way the agency is organized, to exclude or
defeat reasons just as a binding norm would. And the necessary and sufficient
aspects of statutes that will authorize agencies to make practically binding
norms like this remain deeply unclear more than a century after the problem
was recognized.

In their 1998 account of “democratic experimentalism,” Dorf and Sabel
argued that judicial review of means/ends rationality had become over-
elaborated in doctrine and verbiage and that it has always been about basic
means-ends analysis. “Stripped of the confounding complexity of means-ends scrutiny in its familiar forms, an experimentalist review moves in the direction of an express jurisprudence of excluded or impermissible reasons.”136 Dorf and Sabel argued that this jurisprudence could replace the dichotomy of today wherein courts oscillate between “extremes of deference and intrusion.”137 But their notion of reasons – much like the Supreme Court’s notion of factors for decision – was vague and perhaps not strong enough to improve agency rationality through judicial review. Dorf and Sabel imagine reviewing courts as trying in earnest to “smoke out” the impermissible reasons – the biases and political motivations, etc. – lying within agency actions. The notion is attractive as many have adopted this view of the hard look and its power to unearth prohibited or otherwise defective reasons. But the nature of agency norms and organization render this more a control on agency carelessness than on the formation of illicit motives by/within administrative agencies. Let us take as an example the Federal Aviation Administration’s 47-year prohibition on commercial pilots flying past their 60th birthday.138

In 1959, the FAA adopted by notice and comment what it termed a safety rule prohibiting regulated air carriers from employing pilots older than 59.139 The ensuing challenges engulfed FAA for virtually the entire half-century of that rule’s validity. The first challenges were that the rule was an arbitrary cut-off and that its application was the denial of an individuated hearing to which every licensed pilot should be entitled.140 Soon thereafter, pilots combined challenges to the rule itself with challenges to their own exemption denials.141 Eventually, pilots were arguing not only that the rule lacked the required means/ends justification but that it had been adopted as a favor to the airline industry as an indirect control on labor costs.142 Each of the successive challenges was rejected by FAA despite evidence that the rule was unjustified. As nine courts of appeal heard and rejected arbitrariness claims, FAA’s reasoning slowly came into focus. FAA had adopted the rule, it said, because the progressive degenerative effects of aging make it increasingly likely that aging pilots will experience some kind of sudden incapacity that is unpredictable in individuals but entirely too predictable across the population.143 Barring some kind of breakthrough that would improve medicine’s ability to predict these events in individuals, thus, FAA held that the rule and the risk put the burden of proof on the individual pilot.144 And that burden was practically insurmountable, not least because no U.S. pilots were flying large planes commercially past 59.145 The agency even adopted a policy of rejecting all exemptions unless and until an applicant presented the medical breakthrough FAA said was needed.146

Notice that the practical reasoning behind the Age 60 rule in 1959 differed markedly from that which carried it through successive arbitrariness reviews. While there never was any medical significance to age 60 as such, the essential issue was that no medically significant threshold could (or can) be set to correspond to the risks FAA was regulating. There was, in some sense, a deficient justification for the agency’s actions. But notice, too, that in challenge
after challenge, the courts never did “smoke out” any impermissible reason for maintaining the rule – and neither did they dispel the doubt that FAA was acting for bad reasons.147 Clearly if the rule were a favor to the airlines, that would be a bad reason.148 But what if the agency was simply responding to the biased or motivated reasoning of those around it? This is where arbitrariness review as traditionally conceived fails us. It offers no conception of the agency as an actor. “Agent specific” reasons are not necessarily bad reasons, but who are the relevant agents in an agency? Standards of judicial review have inevitably boiled down to whether a “reasonable person” could think what the subject thinks. Agencies are a composite of different kinds of people, though, even while the agency as a whole can have interests and concerns unto itself. So what if FAA retained its rule because hard look scrutiny and State Farm would have made any action changing the rule into a struggle the agency preferred to avoid? Justifying any alternative threshold to a reviewing court’s satisfaction in light of the text of the Federal Aviation Act (requiring FAA to regulate “in the interest of safety”), State Farm, and the available information on the nature of aging would have been difficult at least.149 Confronting these “transitional” risks, perhaps FAA decided that exempting experienced/elderly pilots one-by-one would also be a mistake. (Imagine if an FAA-exempted pilot caused an aviation disaster.)

A role-guided hard look of the sort grounded in our standard deduction perhaps represented motivated, biased reasoning to FAA. To FAA, safety in the aviation system is more important than being fair to individual pilots or even the appearance of fairness to all pilots. The role-defining standard deduction introduced in Section 1 even pushed one court to preach in dicta that “it is obvious that the FAA must continue and must enhance its efforts to accommodate [the pilots’] points of view” and that “[o]bviously, there is a great body of opinion that the time has come to move on.”150 Points of view? To an agency, all this communicates is the court’s sympathy for the pilots that almost – not quite, but almost – motivated the court to hold for them. So if FAA thought that trying to improve the Age 60 rule was too risky, could its inaction have been for good and sufficient reasons? How exact would FAA’s tradeoffs have to be to satisfy a State Farm review? Would it have to quantify what it was balancing or would some intuitive weighting suffice? What in the law could authorize FAA to act so strategically? If there is no law authorizing such reasoning, does it represent bias or some other failure of reason? How would the individual pilots’ fights to fly as long as possible151 be factored into a hard look review of FAA’s choice either to keep the rule or to reject all exemption petitions? FAA could reasonably presume that any choice limiting a piloting career (if 65, why not 67?) would be litigated repeatedly and zealously. But could a reviewing court count that as a “factor” for the agency’s decision? And how little consideration of the individual petitions would have been too little?

Finding defective reasoning in the many opportunities presented – or even proving the acceptability of FAA’s reasoning – could only have come from
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a better conception of reasons for agency action. Without an adequate account of
the roles that different people should play in an administrative agency,
reviewing courts have to reinvent rational or reasonable agency action over and
over.152 Yet they have no way of knowing who should contribute what to agency
reasoning, when, or how – while at the same time they must ignore their own
biasing effects on agencies as agents. This is our problem. The concept of a
reason is itself relational. “Basic reason statements of the form ‘A has a reason
to Φ’ or ‘here is a reason for A to Φ’ indicate a relation holding between some
agent A and some act Φ (e.g., an action, belief, feeling) – a reason is a reason for
someone to or for something.”153 Our problem is grounded in how little we have
actually decided about agency autonomy – how much of it we want, when,
where, to what effect, etc. This is at least in part because agencies are so diverse
(or at least non-standard), dynamic, and active. But it is also because of our
conflicted attitudes about their roles in society and the legitimacy of reviewing
courts in a democratic order. Section 4 finishes by suggesting a more productive
form of arbitrariness review given our overall predicament.

4.

The standard deduction and the judicial duty to be fair to litigants mostly wipe
the arbitrariness slate clean, iteration to iteration.154 In the two examples
examined, these two have exerted subtle systemic influences, though. How did
the Age 60 rule’s paradoxical justification – hinging on the non-detectability of
age-related deterioration in particular pilots – survive repeatedly and without
experiment for so long? State Farm hard look review allowed the courts to
ignore FAA’s longer-term failings and, therefore, not to prompt any real agency
learning. Without scrutinizing the choices keeping FAA ignorant, each judicial
case was left to its own accidents, so to speak. Powerless to change how the
agency organized itself or who played what role therein, the courts could not but
focus on the “records” brought to them – a matter of some accident across the
range of cases.155 Now Congress eventually increased the mandatory pilot retire-
ment age to 65.156 But was that truly corrective action? Presumably a set of
pilots could fly longer (although that set ended up being slightly deformed by
the process157). But society as a whole simply kicked the problem down the road
a little and learned virtually nothing for its troubles. The agency’s reasons were
never public in Dewey’s sense because they were not communicative,
deliberate, or developmental.

An agency confronting the risk of aging in pilots and the uncertainty of
pilot failure should want to reduce both. It should want to learn whatever can be
learned about both the risks of age-related sudden incapacitation and about the
uncertainty of individual pilot failures. According to an orthodox distinction,
risk is variability that can be expressed in a probability distribution whereas
uncertainty is not so quantifiable.158 On this view, to change your uncertainty
into risk you must learn enough to gather the actuarial knowledge that lay
behind risk expressions as opposed to the paralyzing uncertainty of first encounters. As older pilots argued to FAA time and again, the population of pilots who reached age 65 was actuarially different from the population of all pilots. These were the most experienced people who had never been disqualified, whether by routine medical testing or the hazards of flight. Forcing their retirements may not have been rational at all. Airlines would hire replacements, presumably, and they might actually be more risky than the pilots being forced out. What had FAA done to learn about either the uncertainties of aging or this possible amplification of pilot failure risk? At the very least, improving American life expectancies from 1959 to 2007 (from roughly 69 to roughly 77) should have prompted more FAA experimentation with the relevant norms. An arbitrary age cut-off is a reflection of uncertainty. Doing nothing to further specify the norms governing senior pilot eligibility in almost five decades of practice is a failure to remain communicative, deliberate and developmental. What should a reviewing court have done? If it was evident that arbitrariness review was making the safety of a valid rule into the agency’s crutch, an experimentalist court would have engaged the overall context. A shrewd judge would surely have found some way to fault the agency’s own norms for blocking the gathering of better actuarial data over time. More than some errant dicta to that effect, though, any court could have drawn a connection between its own primitive tools in arbitrariness review as we have institutionalized them and what little FAA was doing to decrease its own arbitrariness. That kind of self-audit may be rare in judicial review today but it would go some distance toward Dewey’s utopia.

In the Clean Air Act greenhouse endangerment case, the Supreme Court’s finding that greenhouse gases from new U.S. autos will be “air pollutants” and its framing of EPA’s 2003 deliberations as demonstrably contrary to the Act was either unreasoned or inadequately communicated. Apparently convinced that EPA’s reasoning was somehow motivated by politics, the Court rejected the agency’s given explanation. But the Court is at least guilty of the same failings it found in EPA: without a good argument that the Clean Air Act cares nothing about causal efficacy in the regulation of “pollution,” the majority’s holding seems motivated or biased. The ensuing (bizarre) EPA rulemakings have all foundered in the very dilemmas EPA first articulated and saw belittled in Massachusetts. Globalized markets limit the practical value of controlling fossil fuels in only some locations, especially because fossil fuel combustion has for so long been so widely identified with freedom and economic growth. Regulatory fragmentation deprives EPA of the jurisdiction needed to control emissions of the six principal (“well-mixing”) greenhouse gases in any economy-wide fashion. The (potentially strategic) reactions of others will be the difference between a pointless drag on one’s own economy and incremental progress toward a carbon-constrained future. The key is in the contributions, and perhaps the contributory ethics, of all relevant others – something no single agency (and surely not one organized like EPA) can dictate. After Massachusetts, EPA now
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seems to have to regulate everything and everyone almost at once even as the United States’ contribution to global climate disruption continues to shrink in relative terms.

Given that the tools in the Act were never designed to solve so en-grossingly global a problem, EPA probably will not find its own best measure of agency autonomy. EPA cannot possibly succeed without the abiding support of the President and a variety of Cabinet-level departments. Indeed, if EPA is mostly a “taker” of the strategies adopted to cope with this enormous collective action problem, the choices of others – merely by changing the relative probabilities of some outcomes – could reorder EPA’s priorities and thus the outward appearances of EPA’s reasoning. Yet, if history is any guide, some of those actors, or those with whom they partner, will also be EPA’s toughest obstacles. These are, in a sense, the wages of the Supreme Court’s naïve separation of science from politics in Massachusetts – and perhaps of reviewing courts that ignore the biasing effects of their own power. There can be nothing illicit in an agency openly confronting the limits of its own agency, its own agential constraints. And with a total of 35 different petitioners and some 80 distinct legal claims challenging the four separate rulemakings that followed from Massachusetts EPA today faces a reason-giving gauntlet of unprecedented proportions. Perhaps now that it is no longer a Bush Administration lamenting the scale or scope of greenhouse gases as “pollution” to be prohibited, but rather an Obama presidency committed to avoiding showdowns that pit the economy versus the environment, the Supreme Court will “defer” to EPA’s reluctance to makes rules without the requisite information. If so, the Court may be able to contain the damage done to practical public reason in our climate politics, at least for the time being. But it will have contributed little to the project.

A pragmatic model of agency arbitrariness starts with agencies as constructed, internally plural, dynamic, and complex selves that evolve over time and depend on their “political” leaders (who bring their own biases) to do so. It avoids dualisms like science versus politics in contexts where they are unavoidably intertwined. And it would probably look beyond the accidents of particular judicial cases to invest (scarce) cognitive resources in monitoring whether an agency is adapting itself in order to learn-by-doing. We need not agree on a complete theory of democracy or on just how agencies can be better agents of the public to agree that they should be organized to learn from experience in context. That low-level principle would have gone a distance toward improving our thinking about climate change had it animated the courts (or EPA) before now. Recording, sorting and publicizing economy-wide emissions data at manageable expense without double counting and over a long enough interval to scrutinize ostensible causes would have been a smart move in 1990. By 2009, it was simply long overdue.

This returns us to the standards of review and their practical differences. If arbitrariness review differs from substantial evidence review because only the latter must proceed from a closed record, that should feedback on and inform a
court’s institutional role in each. If arbitrariness review need not proceed from a closed record, then its signature virtue may be that the predictive and projective techniques so endemic to general rulemaking can be assessed diachronically. That is, with administrative agencies so likely to lose intensity and purpose over time, courts are uniquely positioned to hold them to their promises. If rulemakings must be finalized before all the facts are in, ideally this should result in some kind of “justification I.O.U.,” redeemable in court with the passage of time. For example, if EPA promises that it is not just ignoring most sources by first regulating the enormous ones, its arbitrariness ought to be judged, at least in part, by whether it makes good on that pledge. In the orthodox account, this perhaps boils down to seeking constantly the exchange of uncertainty for risk that is quantifiable, manageable, and distributable. But in a more pragmatic light, reviewing courts view agency reasons as experiments. Experimentation is nothing more than methodical testing with the goal of falsifying, verifying, or validating a hypothesis. They vary in scale and scope, but all experiments rely on transparent, repeatable procedure and analysis after the fact. Reasons for agency action cannot, on any experimentalist approach to uncertainty, be fully tested from within the confines of any single iteration – any single judicial case or controversy. And society and the problems we delegate to agencies are too complex, too broad, and too politically polarizing to expect reasons that justify irrespective of predisposition or perspective. Until the judiciary adapts to this context, agency judgment and justification will remain obscure no matter how hard the look.

NOTES

3. 5 U.S.C. § 702 (creating a right of review in any “person suffering legal wrong because of agency action”).
5. 5 U.S.C. § 706(2). A total of six assumes that each subsection of 706(2) provides only one ground of reversal – an assumption that is certainly open to doubt. For example, an agency “action” could be “not in accordance with law” and yet be neither “arbitrary” nor “capricious.” But see id. at § 706(2)(A). I adopt this interpretation of Section 706 for argument’s sake.
7. Cf. *Bi-Metallic Invest. Co. v. State Bd. of Equalization*, 239 U.S. 442, 446 (1915) (holding that when an administrative authority takes action and a small number of persons are “exceptionally affected, in each case upon individual grounds,” the Due Process Clause requires that they be afforded some kind of adjudicatory hearing).

12. On the evasion of the APA’s mandate to reviewing courts that they “hold unlawful and set aside agency action, findings and conclusions found to” violate its strictures, see *Checkosky v. SEC*, 23 F.3d 452 (D.C. Cir. 1994) (remanding without vacating SEC action found to be “arbitrary and capricious”).
15. To be clear, the standard of proof in criminal matters – beyond a reasonable doubt – is supposed to be a higher standard of proof than is required in civil matters where the proof required is a “preponderance of the evidence.” See, e.g., *Jackson v. Virginia*, 443 U.S. 307, 317–319 (1979). How much higher and/or whether these two are best conceived in probabilistic terms is a question beyond our scope here, although it warrants mention that even common law courts obviously understood the spectral nature of proof.
19. Bose Corp., 466 U.S. at 500; Jackson, 443 U.S. at 324. Juries and trial judges have long been treated differently along this front by appellate courts’ standards of review, although it is less clear that that stems from their psychological makeup rather than their relative legal standing under Article III or the Sixth and Seventh Amendments. See *Weisgram v. Marley Co.*, 528 U.S. 440, 448 (2000); *Markman v. Westview Instruments, Inc.*, 517 U.S. 370, 376–378 (1996).
of deference to a trial court’s findings of fact in different language, requiring that they “must not be set aside [upon review] unless clearly erroneous” F.R.C.P. 52(a)(6).


26. Juries’ findings of fact were the first to be reviewed according to a “substantial evidence” standard before the standard was applied to administrative agencies. See, e.g., Gunning v. Cooley, 281 U.S. 90, 93 (1930). Eventually, the two standards were both described in similar terms, see Shields v. Utah Idaho Central R.R., 305 U.S. 177 (1938); NLRB v. Columbian Enameling & Stamping Co., 306 U.S. 292, 300 (1939), and then “substantial evidence” became something of a default standard courts would apply in reviewing agencies’ findings of fact. See Virginia Elect. & Power Co. v. NLRB, 319 U.S. 533 (1943); NLRB v. Waterman Steamship Corp., 309 U.S. 206, 224–226 (1940). Rule 52’s “clearly erroneous” standard replaced “substantial evidence” in the review of findings of fact by trial courts in 1937. While the two standards are nominally distinct, in practice they have proven remarkably similar. See Dickinson v. Zurko, 527 U.S. 150, 162–164 (1999). Both have been explicated in terms of the persons being reviewed. Cf. United States v. United States Gypsum Co., 333 U.S. 364, (1948) (holding that findings are “clearly erroneous” where the “reviewing court on the entire evidence is left with the definite and firm conviction that a mistake has been committed”); Universal Camera Corp. v. NLRB, 340 U.S. 474, 477 (1951) (explaining “substantial evidence” standard as “such relevant evidence as a reasonable mind might accept as adequate to support a conclusion”).


28. In Pacific States Box & Basket Co. v. White, 296 U.S. 176 (1935), Justice Brandeis for the Court held that a “presumption of validity” attached to agency action just as it did to legislation – at least for purposes of the Due Process clauses. Id. at 185–186. In National Labor Relations Bd. v. Universal Camera Corp., 340 U.S. 474 (1951), a rather pedantic opinion by Justice Frankfurter stated that no such presumption of validity could be reconciled with a reviewing court’s responsibilities under APA Section 10(e). Id. at 495–496.

29. Probabilism played little to no role in early discussions of substantial evidence, though, so the magnitude of this burden was never quite specified. Contrary evidence in the record was never tantamount to a lack of substantial evidence. See Denver Union Stockyard Co. v. United States, 304 U.S. 470 (1937). While some early cases did seem to involve the court in weighing the evidence itself, see, e.g., Federal Trade Comm’n v. Curtis Publishing Co., 260 U.S. 568 (1923); Federal Trade Comm’n v. Gratz, 253 U.S. 421 (1920), that notion quickly gave way to a more deferential “warrant in the record” model. See NLRB v. Hearst Pubs., Inc., 322 U.S. 111, 131 (1944).

30. The review of judgments of the Tax Court was long ago placed under a substantial evidence standard. See, e.g., Dobson v. Com’r, 320 U.S. 489 (1943).


32. See, e.g., Universal Camera Corp. v. NLRB, 340 U.S. 474 (1951). This may have been a selection effect, i.e., a function of which (biased) sample of matters were brought to court Allentown Mack Sales & Serv. v. NLRB, 322 U.S. 359 (1948).

34. See 5 U.S.C. §§ 554(a), 553(c).
35. See Ronald J. Allen, “Factual Ambiguity and A Theory of Evidence,” Northwestern University Law Review 88 (1994): 604, 616–630 (observing that the law of evidence and the system of proof burdens is best explained not in formal, probabilistic terms but rather as a way of eliciting and responding to the “best explanation” for the evidence introduced). Examples of this approach in arbitrariness review are plentiful. See, e.g., Mobil Oil Corp. v. FPC, 483 F.2d 1238, 1258–1263 (D. C. Cir. 1973); Corrosion Proof Fittings v. EPA, 947 F.2d 1201, 1213–1215 (5th Cir. 1991). Most especially, the legal tradition implies rights of confrontation – discovery, motions in limine, cross-examination, offers of proof, etc. Evidence accepted as such has been probed or at least occasioned the opportunity to do so.
36. See Fed. R. Evid. 401 (defining “relevant evidence” as “having any tendency to make the existence of any fact of consequence to the determination of the action more probable or less probable than it would be without the evidence”). Of course, the rules of evidence do not apply in agency proceedings. See Castillo-Villagra v. INS, 972 F.2d 1017, 1026 (9th Cir. 1992). Nevertheless, the tradition from which judicial review of agency action stems cannot but exert a significant influence on judges asked to assess a finding of fact, especially when the statutory standard explicitly invokes that tradition. Cf. id. at 1027–1029 (using the rules of evidence as a guide).
38. See ADAPSO, 745 F.2d at 683–684.
39. 745 F.2d at 684.
40. See 28 U.S.C. 2112(b) (defining the record as “the order sought to be reviewed or enforced, the findings or report upon which it is based, and the pleadings, evidence, and proceedings before the agency ... or such portions” as are filed pursuant to local rule, stipulation of the parties, or by motion of the court). Some courts provide for the filing of record excerpts along with the parties’ briefs. See Alan R. Gilbert, “Composition of Record on Review of Agency Action” under 28 U.S.C. § 2112(b) and Rule 16(a) of Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure, 32 A.L.R., (1977): 648, 649–650. Furthermore, the code provides that “[t]he agency ... may, at its option ... file in the court the entire record of the proceedings before it without abbreviation.” Id. at § 2112(c). This may well be, in the era of big data and digitization, a back-door for agencies to disguise or confuse the issues for review.
41. See Elizabeth Magill and Adrian Vermeule, “Allocating Power Within Agencies,” Yale Law Journal 120 (2011), pp. 1032, 1069 (arguing that the party who assembles the “record” in the first instance, i.e., the hearing neutral or “Administrative Law Judge,” is empowered by substantial evidence review).
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